The modal -calculi are extensions of propositional modal logics with least and greatest xpoint operators. They have signi cant expressive power, being capable to encode properly temporal notions alien to standard modal systems. We focus here on Kozen's 20] -calculi, both nitary and in nitary. Based on an extension of the classical modal duality to the case of positive modal algebras that we present, we prove a Stone-type duality for positive modal -calculi which specializes to a duality for the Boolean modal -logics. Thus we extend while also improving on results published by S. Ambler et al. 3]. The main improvements are: (1) extension to the negation-free case, (2) a presentation of the algebraic models of the logics in a syntax-free manner, (3) an explicit duality for the case of the nitary -calculus, missing in 3], and (4) a completeness result for the (negation-free or not) nitary modal -calculus in Kripke semantics. The special case of completeness for the Boolean -calculus is an improvement over that presented in 3] but weaker than the theorem of 34]. The duality presented here seems to be closer to Abramsky's domain theory in logical orm 1] as the latter is based on a more general duality for distributive lattices. And it has the potential to extensions for modal -calculi on a non-classical (intuitionistic, relevant) propositional basis, yielding appropriate completeness theorems.
Introduction
This report focuses on duality for the negation-free modal -calculus of Kozen 20] . For more motivation on the signi cance of xpoint logics we refer the reader to D. Kozen 20, 21] , K. Larsen 22] , V. Pratt 24] and C. Stirling 28] . A brief review on the -calculus is given below.
The -Calculus
The language of Kozen's in nitary -calculus can be conveniently regarded as a sublanguage of the full (in nitary) Hennessy-Milner logic HML 1 . The terms (types, formulae) of HML 1 are generated from a stock of primitive terms (constants, atoms) in a set At to which we may add a stock of primitive items in a set V ar, to be called variables, by The xpoint terms can be introduced as x: := W x : and x: := V x : . In the presence of classical negation one can de ne x: (x) := :( x:: x := :x]).
The in nitary -calculus restricts to binary conjunctions and disjunctions, and introduces the approximants x : (where = ; ) as primitive, with a syntactic restriction that the quanti ed variable x in may only occur within an even number of negations (to ensure monotonicity of the interpretation). The nitary -calculus drops the approximants x : and restricts to the xpoint terms x: . The resulting nitary system is decidable ( Kozen 20] ) and despite the restrictions in the language it has considerable expressive power. It has been shown, for example, to subsume PDL ( Kozen 20] ) and a number of temporal properties are expressible in the system (see Stirling 28] for an overview).
The transition-system formal semantics of the nitary system is inspired from the Knaster-Tarski xpoint theorem, interpreting xpoint terms as intersections of prexpoints and unions of post-xpoints. For the in nitarty system Kozen also proposes to interpret the approximants x : (x), a limit ordinal, as unions of the interpretations of the approximants for 2 so that, for example, a process p has the property x : , a limit ordinal, just in case it has the property x : for some 2 . These semantic options have caused notorious di culties in proving a completeness theorem. Kozen 20] proves completeness by imposing syntactic restrictions on the language (he considers the fragment of so called \aconjunctive formulae"). Kozen 21] Kozen in 20] without the restriction to aconjunctive formulae. The completeness argument of 34], however, makes essential use of classical negation and does not extend to the case where negation is either altogether absent or comes in a form weaker than classical negation. The duality theory we develop here yields, as an application, a completeness theorem for classical or not -calculi. Our completeness argument is weaker than that given in 34] but it has the advantage of applying to non-standard -calculi as well. As we show, failure to obtain completeness in Kozen's semantics via a duality argument is due to a de nability problem. To be more precise, we need to relax the restriction on admissible interpretations in that we require that the interpretations of xpoint terms be intersections (resp. unions) of de nable pre-xpoints (resp. post-xpoints).
The algebraic semantics for the -calculus can be de ned as modal -algebras in which systems of modal equations are guaranteed to have solutions. Equivalently, they can be de ned in terms of modal algebras in which certain (possibly) in nitary meets and joins (corresponding to the unfoldings of xpoint terms, or to meets/joins of pre/postxpoints) are required to exist. The completeness problem with respect to the Kripketype semantics we pursue here is then the problem of whether every -algebra can be represented as a eld (ring, in the negation-free case) of sets closed under certain (possibly) in nitary unions. Thus a Stone type representation and duality for -algebras can elucidate these problems. This discussion has been initiated by Ambler et al. 3] where some new insights on the completeness problem are brought to light. In terms of our own results in the present report completeness of the -calculus in our intended semantics will follow if it can be shown, in the course of the duality argument, that the unions of certain families of clopen increasing sets are closed. We can prove here that this is indeed the case for the nitary modal -calculus. It is not possible to prove a similar result, however, in the case of the in nitary system. Rather, we prove that the so-called defect sets (the set-theoretic di erence between the closure of a union and that union itself) are never empty in this case. Incidentally, this point remains unclear in 3] as the authors seem to simply assume that the relevant defect sets are indeed nonempty.
Negation in the system is a convenience but, with respect to expressive content, not a necessity. All of the commonly cited examples of interesting properties expressible in the -language can be expressed in the negation-free fragment. For example, allowing generalized modalities, of the form K]; h hKi i where K is a set of actions, liveness properties (something good eventually happens) fall under the format x:( _( K]x^h hKi itt)), while safety properties (nothing bad ever happens) can be expressed in the form x:
where is the silent/internal move. A completeness theorem for the negation-free system is not given in the literature and it certainly does not follow from the results of 20], 34] or 3] and 5]. Further, extension of a logic by xpoint operators is independent of the underlying signature of the propositional language and its attached axiomatization. In principle, every modal logic on a propositional calculus (perhaps intuitionistic as in Stirling 29] , or relevant as in Dam 6, 7] ) that has been successfully used as a language of properties for programs can be extended to a -calculus. This is why the positive modal -calculus is a better base for discussion than its Boolean extension and why this report focuses on the negation-free modal -calculus. Goldblatt 11] . Halmos 13] proposed modi cations, sometimes held to be improvements on the J onsson and Tarski representation framework which then inspired a new duality for modal algebras reported by Sambin and Vaccaro 26] , which is the background modal duality of 3]. D. Kozen 19] , building on the Stone duality for Boolean algebras, presented a duality between separable dynamic algebras (the algebraic models of propositional dynamic logic) and certain topological Kripke frames. This duality does not yield a completeness theorem for the standard semantics of PDL but contributes in understanding the di culties involved in the proof of such a completeness result. Abramsky, on the other hand, has argued extensively in 1] for the signi cance of duality theory in theoretical computer science and presented a general framework for \computing", via a duality argument, a program logic from the denotational semantics, see e.g. Abramsky 2 ]. Abramsky's work is based on the more general duality for distributive lattices and, as pointed out in 3], it then seems that a duality result for the positive -calculus may lead to some connections established with this work. Our characterization of modal -algebras in a syntax independent de nition is necessary, we think, for such a connection to be carried out. The structure of some appropriate category of domains, for example a subcategory of the category of complete lattices, would have to be su cient so that the algebra of compact elements of the domain model turns out to be a modal -algebra as we de ne it here. Ambler et al. 3] deal with an extension of modal duality to the case of modalalgebras based on a Boolean lattice. They de ne -algebras as modal algebras in which the interpretations of xpoint terms of the -calculus exist ( 3] , De nition 5.1). -frames are subsequently de ned as those descriptive frames whose dual algebras of compactopens are modal -algebras ( 3] , De nition 6.1). This way of de ning the algebras and frames leaves much to be desired and the need for improvement is pointed out in 3]. Removing syntax-dependence turns out to be a signi cant issue. In a nutshell, syntax dependence in the de nition of the algebraic models of the -calculi and de nition of the Kripke models as those descriptive frames whose duals are -algebras is responsible in 3] for obscuring issues and creating di culties that did not allow the authors to derive better results.
Modal Dualities and Extensions
The object-duality follows in 3] from the corresponding duality for modal algebras of Sambin and Vaccaro 26] and from the fact that the Stone representation map is an isomorphism of ordered structures, hence if the modal algebra is a -algebra then the isomorphism with its second dual (the family of compact-open sets of the space of ultra lters of the algebra) preserves least/greatest xpoints and/or their unfoldings, depending on whether the logic considered is the nitary or the in nitary version of Kozen's -calculus. On the frame side, proving that every -frame is isomorphic to its second dual follows in 3] from the underlying modal duality in a rather straighforward way, given the de nition of -frames as descriptive frames whose dual is a -algebra. A characterization of the duals of -algebra homomorphisms for the case of the nitary system is not given in 3]. For the in nitary system, where the homomorphisms on the algebras are required to preserve the (possibly) in nitary joins involved in the de nition of the unfoldings of the xpoint terms, the characterization of the duals of the -algebra homomorphisms proves easier in 3], as it follows from established results on duality for complete Boolean algebras (Halmos 14] , section 21, Sikorski 27], Theorems 22.2, 22.3).
Results and Structure of this Report
We present a Stone type duality for positive modal -algebras. The two major problems in this project are (1) to provide a modal duality for positive modal algebras and (2) to extend this duality to the case of -algebras. It may appear to the reader that the rst problem has been solved, and in fact twice, by Hansoul 15] and then also by Goldblatt 12] . Their solutions di er in that Goldblatt used the Priestley representation whereas Hansoul built on Stone's original representation for distributive lattices. In both cases, however, the duality theory developed is inappropriate for the semantics of positive modal logic. This is for the simple reason that the modalities 2 and 3 are interpreted by di erent relations in the representation. Naturally, in a transition system semantics we want to be sure that the transition relation a ?! provides the semantics of both : {] and h h{i i.
The second problem has been treated in 3] for the Boolean -calculi. For the nitary -calculus we provide here a complete duality since the results of 3] are somewhat lacking in this respect as the authors themselves acknowledge. The problem emerging in the case of the in nitary positive -calculus is that the relevant duality theory for in nitary boolean algebras conveniently used in 3] is unavailable. To be more speci c, Sikorksi's theorem used in 3] is simply false in a merely distributive setting.
From the duality for -algebras corresponding to the nitary -calculus we obtain a completeness theorem in Kripke frames (transition systems). The duality specializes to a duality for Boolean modal -algebras, providing an improvement over the results of 3] . In the present report, the duals of weak and strong -algebras are explicitly characterized in terms of their internal structure. The dualities (for the nitary and the in nitary -calculus) presented in 3] are somehow incomplete, as the authors themselves acknowledge ( 3] , p 25, lines 3-7). For the nitary -calculus, the category of Kripke frames dual to the category of -algebras is not described in 3]. A duality \must exist", by restriction of the underlying modal duality, but a clear result is not proven or stated in 3] despite the fact that the nitary system seems to be the focus of that report. We do this here, while also extending to the mere distributive case. For the in nitary system the dual category is explicitly described in 3], even though no axiomatization is provided for Kozen's in nitary system. In generalizing the duality to the case of weak and strong modal -algebras based on a mere distributive lattice, rather than a Boolean algebra, we replace the syntax-dependent de nition of -algebras (depending on a set of interpretations of terms of the -language) with a simple algebraic characterization. Based on published results, our duality can be easily extended to such cases as -calculi on an intuitionistic or relevant propositional basis. Or to systems in-between the Boolean -calculus and its positive reduct, allowing for various forms of weak negation. Corresponding to Kozen's nitary and in nitary -calculi we de ne weak, respectively strong (positive) modal -algebras (De nitions 2.1, 2.2) as, roughly, positive modal algebras A with the property that for every monotone polynomial p(x) in the set of polynomials A X X], over a xed set of indeterminates X X, elements x:p(x); x:p(x) (or x :p(x); x :p(x), an ordinal, for the in nitary case) should exist in A subject to natural axioms/rules. Since the axiomatization of weak -algebras implies that meets/joins of pre/post-xpoints of monotone polynomials should exist, we require of homomorphisms that they preserve them. This allows us to derive a complete duality statement, missing in 3].
On the dual side, that of the -frames, we need rst to work out a fresh modal duality for the negation-free case since the classical modal duality assumes a Boolean structure.
-frames are introduced here as triples (X; r; A) (De nition 2.11), subject to conditions that allow us to recover, in a non-trivial way, an underlying structure of an ordered Stone space (Theorem 2.9). The xpoint-structure on the frames is characterized by requiring that the least closed increasing sets above certain unions of clopen increasing sets be open sets (De nitions 2.13, 2.17). This can be shown to be equivalent to the direct requirement that their duals be -algebras of the appropriate kind (Lemmas 2.16, 2.18). For the case of weak -algebras (corresponding to the nitary -calculus) we prove that xpoints can be computed by unions and intersections, thus improving on the corresponding result of 3]. This improvement has been independently made in 5]. Morphisms of weak and strong positive modal frames are de ned. The bounded morphisms of descriptive frames in the classical modal duality have to be given up. Instead, we weaken the de nition of modal frame morphisms (Section 3.2.1) but in such a way that the classical modal duality is not a ected. We then characterize explicitly morphisms of -frames (De nition 3.12). The key is the observation that -algebra homomorphisms preserve the required meets/joins i their second duals commute with lower and upper quasi-boundary operators (delivering the set-theoretic di erence between the least closed increasing set above a given set and the interior of that set, or the di erence between the closure of the given set and its largest open increasing subset, De nition 3.10) applied to certain unions (Theorem 3.11, Proposition 3.13). In the Boolean case quasi-bounderies coincide with ordinary boundaries and this fact underlies the proof of the well-known theorem that a Boolean algebra homomorphism preserves an in nite join just in case its dual takes, under inverse image, so called defect sets to nowhere dense sets.
It should be pointed out that we do not have the convenience of an existing modal duality for the negation-free setting. Rather, we need to work out this duality so that we can then extend to the case of -algebras. 
-Algebras and Homomorphisms
A positive modal algebra (PMA) is a bounded distributive lattice (D;^; _; >; ?; 2; 3) with the modalities 2 and 3 subject to the axioms for minimal modal logic:
1. 2(a^b) = 2a^2b and, dually, 3(a _ b) = 3a _ 3b 2. 2> = > and, dually, 3? = ? 3. 3a^2b 3(a^b) and, dually, 2(a _ b) 2a _ 3b
As usual, an inequality a b is understood as the equation a = a^b. Any extension to be brie y discussed in the sequel (e.g. adding negation, an intuitionistic or relevant implication ! and/or a concurrent composition operator ?) will always yield an equational class of algebras. In particular, a modal algebra (MA) is assumed to have a boolean complementation operator :, subject to the usual axioms. PMA's with modalities : {]; h h{i i indexed in a set of basic actions are subject to the obvious modi cation of the axiomatization given above. Since nothing in the representation or duality argument rests on the cardinality of the (nonempty) indexing set for modalities we will consider only the case of a single 2 and a single 3.
Modal -Algebras: If D is a (positive) modal algebra what additional properties are required to account for a suitable xpoint structure? Roughly, the extra dressing needed is that nite systems of modal equations should be solvable in D. By a modal equation we mean something like x = 2a^(3x _ b). We regard the expression on the right as a polynomial p over D with indeterminates in a xed set X X of variables. To be more precise, given a system (x i = p i ( x) i 2 n) we need to require of D that a solution as displayed below should exist
. . . The usual notion of occurence, free or bound (by one of the binding operators x; x), of an indeterminate x in a polynomial is assumed. For explicitness, we write = p( x) to indicate that the displayed indeterminates may occur free in . Given a polynomial p(x; z) and a 2 D we let p(a; z) be the unique (by induction on the length of z and the structure of p(x; z)) polynomial resulting by simultaneous substitution of all free occurrences of x in p(x; z) by a. Polynomials can be then regarded as functions p( y) : D n ! D, assuming y 2 X X n and each y i occurs free in p( y). Where all freely occurring Table 2 : Axioms for Strong Modal -Algebras ( 1) x 0 :p(x) ?
( 1) Table 1 hold.
To de ne strong modal -algebras consider the signature = f^; _; 2; 3; ( x ) x2X X; jDj ; ( x ) x2X X; jDj g where jDj is the cardinality of D and de ne -polynomials as above. For simplicity, we state the de nition for polynomials in a single free indeterminate x. Table 2 hold. Remark 2.3 Reference to monotonicity in the de nition of strong -algebras is redundant in the case of PMA's but it needs to be explicitly assumed if either a negation or an implication operator is present. In the sequel, we typically refer to polynomials in a single free indeterminate. The generalization is immediate but makes the exposition rather awkward. Lemma 2.4 A (P)MA is a weak modal -algebra i the meet V fa 2 Djp(a) ag exists (in which case we simply de ne x:p(x) to be this meet) and, dually, the join W fa 2 Dja p(a)g exists (in which case we de ne x:p(x) to be equal to this join). In the above, p(x) 2 D X X] is assumed to be monotone/positive in x.
Proof: The axioms imply that x:p(x) is the glb of the set of pre-xpoints and, dually, that x:p(x) is the lub of the set of post-xpoints. The converse is known, by the Knaster-Tarski xpoint theorem. Lemma 2.5 A (P)MA D is a strong modal -algebra i for each limit ordinal jDj the least upper bound in D of the x :p(x) with 2 (and where p(x) is monotone/positive in x) exists and x :p(x) = W f x :p(x)j 2 g and, dually, the greatest lower bound of the x :p(x), with 2 , exists and x :p(x) = V f x :p(x)j 2 g.
The axioms clearly imply that the x :p(x) are the lub's of the approximants x :p(x), 2 , and similarly for the x :p(x). The converse follows from the theorem below, which is a rephrazing of a theorem due to Hitchcock and Park in a form more suitable for our purposes (see Proposition 2.20). By induction, every homomorphism : A ! B of the underlying modal algebras can be uniquely lifted to a function^ : A X X] ! B X X] of the sets of polynomials so that^ (x) = x and for a 2 A;^ (a) = (a). We sometimes write also for the extension, rather than^ . If P(x) := (p(x)), then an elementary notion of a PMA -morphism : A ! B is to require that it is a PMA-morphism satisfying ( x:p(x)) = x:P(x). This does not seem to be satisfactory, however, for two reasons. First, existence of meets of pre-xpoints and joins of post-xpoints is an integral part of the de nition of a modal -algebra. On the other hand, it seems unlikely that an elementary characterization of morphisms on the appropriate -frames can be found to capture exactly this notion of a homomorphism. The reason is that we then have no way of providing a simple characterization of least and largest xpoints in settheoretic/topological terms. Thus we will impose that preserves the relevant meets and joins, i.e. ( V fa 2 Ajp(a) ag) = V f (a)ja 2 A; p(a) ag and similarly for the relevant joins. To regain xpoint preservation we also require that ( x:p(x)) x:^ p(x) and, dually, x:^ p(x) ( x:p(x)).
For PMA -morphisms (strong homomorphisms, corresponding to the smooth homomorphisms of 3]) we require that all the unfoldings be preserved, namely ( x :p(x)) = x :P(x). This su ces to guarantee that xpoints are preserved, too. We will prove in the sequel that every weak modal -algebra has a regular representation. We do not know if this is true for strong -algebras. 
-Frames
P 0 := fA 2 DjA P(A)g
Thus P 0 is the set of post-xpoints of P(x) in D and P 0 is the collection of all lower bounds of the set of pre-xpoints of P(x) in D. We write P 0 for either P 0 or P 0 . Strong and weak -frames can be now de ned. Since we will often need to refer to the smallest closed increasing set above some set U we introduce the notation U for it. The theorem is a small generalization of the corresponding fact about complete Boolean algebras (see Halmos 14] , section 21), replacing \closed" by \closed increasing", and its proof relies on the separation properties of the spaces. In fact, the following result is more convenient to use, as it makes direct reference to both meets and joins. For the purposes of the following theorem, let P = P 0 and P = fA 2 DjP(A) Ag.
The theorem below underlies our completeness proof in standard Kripke frames for the nitary -calculus, positive or otherwise. (1)$(2)!(3). Enough to get ( S P 0 ) S P 0 . For = , by hypothesis x:P(x) exists and it is equal to W P 0 = ( S P 0 ) . But x:P(x) is itself a post-xpoint, hence x:P(x) 2 P 0 so that x:P(x) S P 0 . Similarly, if = then x:P(x) = ( S P 0 ) 2 P 0 hence x:P(x) S P 0 . Thus x:P(x) = S P 0 and the union is closed, in fact a clopen increasing set.
(3)!(1). Immediate, since then the least closed increasing set above S P 0 is just this union of (cl)open (increasing) sets which must then be an open set.
(3)$(4). Since P 0 = P we only need to deal with the case = . Of course S P 0 = T P . (3) implies that x:P(x) = S P 0 and so T P is open. Conversely, given Proposition 2.15, (4) implies that x:P(x) = T P and so S P 0 is closed.
Strong Modal -Frames
We turn now to de ning strong -frames. Given a polynomial P(x) 2 D X X] and A 2 D clearly P(A) 2 D since P(x) is built from intersections, unions and the modal operations 2; 3, and D is closed under these operations. The sequence P 0 (;) = ; and P n+1 (;) = P(P n (;)) is monotone and lies in D. The least upper bound P ! (;) of this chain, however, may fail to be in D. This motivates the following de nition: For a limit ordinal or for = 1 let P (;) be the least closed increasing set above every member of fP (;)j 2 g. Then the same facts as above guarantee that the unfoldings x :P(x) exist in D i P (;) is open, for each limit ordinal and for = 1. Dually, with P 0 (X) = X; P +1 (X) = P(P (X)), we may de ne P (X) to be the least closed increasing set above every member of the set fAj8 2 A P (X)g. We thus de ne, for = 1 or a limit ordinal P 0 ; = fP (;)j 2 g (6) P 0 ; = fAj8 2 A P (X)g
We write P 0 ; for either of the above. and for every monotone polynomial P(x). Verify by induction that for all ordinals , P (;) = x :P(x) and, dually, P (X) = x :P(x). The argument reduces to the limit case. For example, for = , P (X) = ( S P ; ) = W P 0 ; , by the hypothesis that the frame is a -frame. Since, by induction, P (X) = x :P(x), for 2 , this join is the join of all the clopen increasing sets A such that for all 2 , A x :P(x). But this is simply the meet V 2 x :P(x), in other words P (X) = W P 0 ; = x :P(x). The same argument shows that, for = 1, P 1 (X) = x:P(x). A similar induction applies to the case = , hence the dual algebra is a strong -algebra. The converse is immediate since existence of the approximants x :P(x) in D implies, by Theorem 2.14, that the sets ( S P 0 ; ) must be open. Remark 
2.19
We cannot prove here that x:P(x) = S P 0 ; , which would be the analogue of Theorem 2.16. This is because the sequence of approximants x :P(x) is strictly monotone up to the closure ordinal, which is why we restated the Hitchcock-Park theorem in the form given. Hence, for any limit at most as big as the closure ordinal the approximant x :P(x) is not in the set P 0 ; . It appears then that the \defect" sets W P 0 ; ? S P 0 ; may well be nonempty.
We point out that all the relevant results in 3] would continue to hold if the defect sets were empty, since the empty set is trivially nowhere dense. But it is never veri ed in 3] that the defect sets are indeed nonempty, which is what makes the models nonstandard. Proposition 2.20 Assume (X; r; D) is a strong -frame and let P(x) 2 D X X] be monotone/positive in x. Let be a limit ordinal at most as big as the closure ordinal of the unfolding ( x :P(x)) 21 . Then the defect sets x :P(x) ? S f x :P(x)j 2 g and, dually, T f x :P(x)j 2 g ? x :P(x) are nonempty.
Proof: In the case of least xpoints, if the defect set is empty then f x :P(x)j 2 g is an open cover of x :P(x) and since x:P(x) is closed, hence compact, we can nd a nite subcover. Let then 1 2 2 n 2 be nitely many ordinals such that x :P(x) can be written as the union S i=n i=1 x i :P(x). But this union is equal to x n :P(x) and hence we obtain x n :P(x) = x :P(x) contradicting the fact that for 2 (where is the closure ordinal) we must have x :P(x) < x :P(x). For = , if x :P(x) = T 2 x :P(x), then ? x :P(x) = S 2 ? x :P(x). Use compactness again to get that for some 2 we would then have x :P(x) = x :P(x) which is impossible since below the closure ordinal the sequence is strictly decreasing.
A direct proof is possible but we will be content to deduce from the preceding discussion the following: Corollary 2.21 Every strong -frame is also a weak -frame.
The Duality of -Algebras and -Frames
We will de ne morphisms of -frames in the course of the duality to be presented. We rst verify that there are appropriate isomorphisms D = (D ) and X = (X ) , i.e. that every -algebra (of either kind) is isomorphic to its second dual and similarly for -frames.
Duality for Objects

The Isomorphism of -Algebras with their Second Duals
Since the argument for weak and strong -algebras is roughly the same we may slightly abuse notation and write PMA to indicate the class of either weak (PMA ) or strong (PMA ) modal -algebras.
Given A 2 PMA let X = A be the set of prime lters of A and H the Stone representation map: H(a) = fp 2 Xja 2 pg. It is sometimes convenient to write H(A) rather than (A ) (recall that X is the family of clopen increasing subsets of X).
With the topology induced by the subbasis S = fH(a)ja 2 Ag f?H(a 0 )ja 0 2 Ag, X = (X; ; ) is a compact and totally order-separated space. The order is settheoretic inclusion. The family X = (A ) of clopen increasing subsets of X forms a distributive lattice and the representation map H is a 01-isomorphism (i.e. bound preserving isomorphism) of bounded distributive lattices. If the lattice is a Boolean algebra, then the order is discrete and the space is compact and totally separated, also known as a Stone (Boolean) space. The Boolean algebra is then isomorphic to the Boolean algebra of compact-opens via the same representation map.
To extend the representation to the case of classical modal algebras (furnished with a boolean complementation operator) one de nes a binary relation r on X which induces the operators 2; 3 de ned on a subset U X by equations (2) and (3). We use the notation 2; 3, same as for the operators in the modal algebra, but context will always make it clear what the intended meaning is. There is a choice in de ning r using either of the de nitions pr 2 p 0 i 8a 2 A(2a 2 p ) a 2 p 0 ) (8) pr 3 p 0 i 8a 2 A(3a 6 2 p ) a 6 2 p 0 ) (9) since in the presence of classical negation it is immediate that r 2 = r 3 . Aiming at regaining the classical modal duality we now de ne r = r 2 \r 3 , as in Dunn's recent report 10] of a Henkin-style completeness proof for positive modal logic. Strictly speaking Dunn de nes r in a slightly di erent way since he prefers to work with maximally disjoint pairs of \theories" and \counter-theories". In an algebraic setting these become pairs consisting of a prime lter and its complement and so we nd no compelling reason to use pairs. Using the relation r we may then de ne the operators 2 and 3 on all subsets of X by (2) and (3). The non-trivial part is to verify that the clopen-increasing subsets are closed under these operations and that H is an isomorphism of positive modal algebras. The proof is given in Proposition 3.1. Our proof di ers only slightly from that of 10], but it is best to give details. Proposition 
For any a 2 A, 2H(a) = H(2a) and 3H(a) = H(3a).
Proof: Expand the two identities using de nitions and observe that one direction of each is trivial. It su ces to show the following 3a 2 p =) 9q (prq & a 2 q) (10) 2a 6 2 p =) 9q (prq & a 6 2 q) (11) To show the rst, assume 3a 2 p and let F = fbj2b 2 pg and J = fb 0 j3b 0 6 2 pg. Clearly F is a lter and J is an ideal. If they are not disjoint, let b c, b 2 F; c 2 J. By choice of b; c and by hypothesis 3a^2b 2 p and 3c 6 2 p. But if b c, then a^b b c. Hence 3a^2b 3(a^b) 3b 3c and thus 3c 2 p, contradiction. Since by hypothesis a 6 2 J we now consider K = F fag and J. Then K and J are separated (the lter generated by K does not intersect the ideal I), essentially by the same argument that showed F \ J = ;. Hence there is a prime lter q such that F fag = K q and q \ J = ;. From this it follows that a 2 q and prq.
To show the second just dualize the argument. Assume 2a 6 2 p, let F; J be as above and suppose b c, for some b 2 F and c 2 J. Then b c a _ c, hence 2b 2(a _ c) 2a _ 3c 2 ?p, using our case assumption. Since ?p is a (prime) ideal we get 2b 2 ?p, contradicting b 2 F. Now consider the pair (F; I) where I = J fag and, by essentially the same argument that showed disjointness of F and J conclude that F does not intersect the ideal generated by I. Let then q be a prime lter such that F q and q \ I = ;. Dualizing, I ?q and F \ (?q) = ;. It is immediate again that this is the q we need. Hp(x), for = or = .
Proof: Suppose a 2 A is a xpoint of p(x), i.e. a = p(a) and let be an assignment such that x = a. Let al.so P(x) 2 H(A) X X] be P(x) = b
Hp(x). Then by a = p(a)
we have H(a) = Hp(a) = H p(x) =^ b
Hp(x) =^ P(x) = P(H(a)), that is xpoints are preserved by the representation map. Since H is order preserving least (greatest) xpoints of p(x) are taken to least (respectively, greatest) xpoints of P(x). Since H is an isomorphism it preserves all existing meets and joins 1 
. Hence, if
A is a strong modal algebra, A 2 PMA , then so is H(A) and for each monotone polynomial p(x) 2 A X X] the isomorphism H : A = H(A) preserves all the unfoldings: H( x :p(x)) = x : b Hp(x). Similarly, if A is a weak -algebra. We conclude with the following, where we slightly abuse notation again and write PMF for either the strong (PMF ) or the weak (PMF ) modal -frames. In the statement of the corollary below is of course to be understood in the same way both on the algebra and on the frame side. Combining results we have already proven we obtain the following theorem.
1 H embeds the original -algebra in a complete lattice. By preservation of meets and joins we do not mean to say that an existing e.g. join in the -algebra is taken to the corresponding join in the complete lattice. Such a property, called regularity of the embedding, is too strong. It is known that it is false that every distributive lattice can be regularly embeded in a complete distributive lattice, see 4]. What we mean rather is simply that the join exists in the original algebra i it does in the image, under H, of that algebra. The join in the image may well of course fail to be the join in the complete lattice. This is indeed the case for strong -algebras. For weak -algebras we obtain a regular representation in the sense of De nition 2.7, see Theorem 3.4. Proof: Given a weak modal -algebra A its second dual (A ) = H(A) is also a weak modal -algebra. Theorem 2.16 tells us that for every polynomial P(x) 2 H(A) X X] that is monotone/positive in x the least and greatest xpoints are then given by x:P(x) = T fA 2 H(A)jP(A) Ag and x:P(x) = S fA 2 H(A)jA P(A)g Hence H delivers a regular representation for A, in the sense of De nition 2.7.
We do not know whether strong modal -algebras have regular representations. Our own argument has led to a non-regular representation in this case as we have already veri ed in Proposition 2.20.
The Isomorphism of -Frames with their Second Duals
Given a frame X = (X; s; D) 2 PMF , by Theorem 2.16 and Lemma 2.18 it follows that the dual algebra D = X of the frame is in PMA . We verify that there is an isomorphism, in the appropriate sense, G : X = (X ) . G must be an order-homeomorphism, that is both G and G ?1 must be continuous and it must furthermore satisfy: 
Full Duality Results
Since the duality for -algebras and -frames is based on the duality for positive modal algebras we begin with the base modal duality. 
Morphisms of Positive Modal Frames and Full Duality
Bounded morphisms are exactly the natural transition system morphisms when the latter are viewed as coalgebras for the functor Pow(Act ?) where Pow is the powerset functor and Act is a xed set of action labels. Relation preservation and quasiboundedness enforce that the dual := ?1 of a PMF-morphism respects the modalities, i.e. (2A) = 2 (A) and 3 (A) = (3A). The inclusions left-to-right follow by relation preservation. The problematic directions are the converse, which we have rather directly enforced with the quasi-boundedness condition. A morphism is quasi-bounded just in case these inclusions obtain. In the Boolean case, a morphism is bounded if and only if its inverse image is a homomorphism of the dual modal algebras. This can be deduced from the classical modal duality (using of course the fact that the dual of a modal algebra homomorphism is a bounded morphism).
In the positive algebra setting boundedness turns out to be too strong a requirement.
Indeed suppose : A ! B is a PMA-morphism and let : B ! A be its dual. Let r; s be the relations de ned on A and B respectively. Assuming (q)rp and given the de nition of the representation relations r and s we need to produce a prime lter q 0 of B which must at least contain the lter F = fbj2b 2 qg and be disjoint from the ideal J = fb 0 j3b 0 6 2 qg. The requirements F q 0 and q 0 \ J = ; are equivalent to qsq 0 . Of course we need to be concerned about getting p = (q 0 ), which means that we at least want to augment F and J to F 0 = F (p) and J 0 = J (?p). Before getting carried away, however, we must observe that there is no way to argue that F \ J = ;. For if b c, where 2b 2 q; 3c 6 2 q then unless at least one of b; c is of the form a for some a 2 A, the hypothesis (q)rp cannot be used at all.
In conclusion, relation preservation and quasi-boundedness are together equivalent to the requirement that the dual of the morphism be a modal homomorphism. In the Boolean case, relation preservation and boundedness are equivalent to the requirement that the dual of the morphism be a homomorphism of modal algebras. We can then be at least reassured that in changing the nature of the frame morphisms we do not risk disturbing the classical modal duality which can be still obtained as a special case (when the lattice is boolean).
The proofs of the two lemmas below can be safely left to the reader, following from de nitions by standard set-theoretic arguments. Hence we may conclude with a duality theorem for positive modal algebras. 
Morphisms of -Frames and Full Duality
The following de nition of upper and lower quasi-boundaries will be useful in stating conditions for the preservation of existing meets and joins. In the Boolean case quasi-boundaries are usual boundaries and the result is known (cf. Halmos 14] ).
Recall that given a -frame (X; r; A) and P(x) 2 A X X] the sets P ; P are de ned by P := fA 2 AjP(A) Ag P := fA 2 AjA P(A)g (15) and de ne also P ; ; P ; , where = 1 or a limit ordinal, as follows P ; = f x :P(x)j 2 g P ; = f x :P(x)j 2 g
Morphisms of weak/strong -frames can be now de ned Definition 3.12 1. A map : (Y; s; B) ! (X; r; A) between weak -frames is a morphism in PMF i it is a PMF-morphism and in addition, for every polynomial P(x) in A X X] that is monotone/positive in x and where b P (x) = P(x)
T P T b P and, dually, S b P S P where P = f AjA 2 P g and similarly for P .
2. If the frames are strong -frames, then is a morphism in PMF i it is a PMFmorphism and, in addition, for every monotone polynomial P(x) 2 A X X], @ ( S P ; ) = @ ( S P ; ) and @ ( T P ; ) = @ ( T P ; )
that is to say commutes with the appropriate quasi-boundaries. Proof: Suppose rst that is a morphism of strong -frames, in the sense of De nition 2.17. By Lemma 2.18 this is equivalent to the existence of all unfoldings for least and largest xpoints of polynomials on the dual algebras. By Proposition 2.15 the approximants for = 1 or a limit ordinal are x :P(x) = ( S P ; ) and x :P(x) = ( T P ; ) .
Then use Theorem 3.11 and the de nition of morphisms for strong -frames to conclude that all the unfoldings are preserved and so is a homomorphism of strong -algebras. If is a morphism of weak -frames, then its inverse preserves the meet of prexpoints and the join of post-xpoints, since by Theorem 3.4 these are unions and intersections in this case, for any polynomial P(x) 2 A X X] that is monotone/positive in x. This implies the inclusions x: P(x) ( x:P(x)) and ( x:P(x)) x: P(x).
The converse inclusions follow by preservation of intersection/unions under inverse maps.
Proposition 3.14 If : C ! D is a morphism of weak modal -algebras, then ?1 := is a PMF -morphism on their dual -frames. Similarly for strong modal -algebras.
Proof: Combining Theorem 3.11 and Proposition 3.13 one gets the stronger statement that is a weak/strong -frame morphism i its inverse is a homomorphism of weak/strong modal -algebras. The rest follows from the fact that the representation map H is an isomorphism of a given algebra with its second dual (Corollary 3.3) using also Lemma 3.8. Our duality for positive modal algebras specializes to the classical modal duality when the lattice structure is Boolean. This follows from (i) the fact that the representation relation r was de ned as the intersection of two relations that coincide if the lattice is a Boolean algebra, (ii) the fact that the quasi-bounded morphisms of our positive modal frames reduce to the bounded morphisms in the Boolean case, and (iii) the fact that Priestley pairs, equivalent to ordered Stone spaces, become Stone spaces in the Boolean case. The duality for -frames then also specializes to a duality for Boolean -frames, a number of features becoming easier to describe in this case. The weak descriptive -frames, in the Boolean setting, are the descriptive frames of Goldblatt 11] in which the unions S P (P(x) a polynomial that is monotone/positive in x) are closed. And we have shown, rather than building it into the very de nition, that this is equivalent to the requirement that their dual algebras are weak modal -algebras. Apart from a characterization of the spaces as such, the description of morphisms of weak -frames is rather simple: they are (in the Boolean case) the bounded morphisms of classical modal duality that satisfy T P T b P and, dually, S b P S P , where b P (x) = P(x).
We have thus provided an explicit duality for the Boolean case, missing in 3], while also extending to the mere distributive lattice setting. Further, by demonstrating that the defect sets in the weak -frame case are empty we can prove completeness of the nitary -calculus in a natural Kripke semantics. The situation with strong -frames in the Boolean framework is similar. Our morphisms coincide with those of 3] while the duality has been improved by providing a characterization of these frames in terms of their intrinsic structure, rather than by directly appealing to the nature of their dual algebras. The duality for both weak and strong -algebras is somewhat more complicated in the mere distributive lattice case, but this should be expected since the absence of complementation and the subsequent partial ordering of the spaces are bound to create additional di culties.
Finally, having removed syntax-dependence in the de nition of -algebras we have clari ed and characterized in a simple manner the algebraic models for -logics.
Extensions and Completeness Results
Non-Standard Modal -Calculi
The negation-free calculi, nitary or in nitary, are of independent interest. As pointed out in the introduction, all the interesting examples usually given of properties of processes expressible in the -language do not explicitly involve negation and can be expressed in a language that admits both least and largest xpoint operators (or the appropriate approximants thereof) as primitive. Further, the greater signi cance of completeness and duality for the positive -calculi, as opposed to their classical extensions, lies in the fact that there is potential usefulness in connection with extensions with xpoint operators of other types of modal systems successfully used as logics of properties for processes. This includes, for example, the intuitionistic version of Hennessy-Milner logic studied by Stirling 29] and the relevant logic of programms studied by Dam 6, 7] . Further, in-between the Boolean modal -calculi and their positive reducts there is a number of possible systems admitting some form or other of weak negation that should prove useful in making more subtle distinctions. The duality (and subsequent completeness) results we have presented can be extended in these directions, using known results (duality for Heyting algebras, corresponding to intuitionistic logic, see Davey and Priestley 8], or for distributive lattices furnished with a relevant implication, see the Kripke semantics for relevance logic 9] and Urquhart's duality 31], or for distributive lattices with weak negation, see Urquhart 30] ). It is further hoped that the duality presented here can be related to Abramsky's work, since the latter is based on distributive, rather than Boolean, lattice duality.
Needless to say, our results have established soundness and completeness theorems for the nitary and in nitary modal -calculi of Kozen 20] in algebraic and transition system semantics (Kripke frames). They have also established a strict equivalence between algebraic and transition system semantics, showing how to construct from every algebraic model a semantically equivalent transition system model and the other way round. In the rest of this section we make explicit the completeness results that can be derived from our duality arguments, restricting to the nitary -calculus which appears to have a smoother semantics. 
Language and Semantics for the Finitary -Calculus
Conclusions
We de ned algebraic and Kripke semantics for both the nitary and in nitary modalcalculus. Our duality argument for weak/strong (positive) modal -algebras has resulted in a regular representation of weak algebras from which we derived a completeness theorem for the nitary (negation-free or not) -calculus improving and extending the corresponding result of 3]. We veri ed that the Stone representation for strong -algebras yields non-standard frames in the sense that the representations of the approximants x :p(x) are not unions/intersections. The Boolean case is derived by specialization of our arguments, given for the more general mere distributive lattice case. This allows, combining with other published results, to have extensions of the results reported here to variants of the -calculus on a propositional basis that may include a weaker form of negation (e.g. a pseudo-complementation operator, or a de Morgan negation). It also allows for extensions to cases where the propositional basis is not classical but perhaps intuitionistic or relevant. As far as the duality argument is concerned, our results extend and improve those published in 3]. Further, our completeness argument for the nitary -calculus while it is weaker than that rst proven by Walukievicz for the Booleancalculus it nevertheless has the advantage of applying equally well to the negation-free fragment and to variants of the logic as indicated above.
